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Introduction
First-trimester aneuploidy screening using nuchal translucency (NT) measurements, then later in conjunction with maternal blood samples for PAPP-A and free ␤ -hCG, has been developed over the past decade. Its efficacy has been demonstrated on several continents in over 1,000,000 patients [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Numerous studies, principally coordinated by the Fetal Medicine Foundation (FMF), based in London, have shown sensitivities for Down syndrome detection approaching 90% for a 5% false-positive rate. Other publications have demonstrated less success -in some cases dramatically so [9] [10] [11] . Further analysis of the unsupportive data has shown that in many cases, measurements were either not made properly, attempted at gestational ages when NT measurements were not technically achievable, or were only con-sidered as an afterthought to getting first-trimester scans completed as fast as possible [9] [10] [11] .
As a result, the FMF established a training and certification process to ensure appropriate quality control. Sister organizations such as the Fetal Medicine Foundation of America were established to aid the FMF in training across the globe. Other organizations such as the Society for Maternal Fetal Medicine have also made it their policy to endorse the concepts of quality review of such measurements.
The concept of considering NT measurements to be merely another lab analyte value when used in an algorithm has required a major culture adjustment to those who considered ultrasound to be an 'art' rather than a lab value [12] . As United States National Institute for Child Health and Human Development funded studies such as BUN and FASTER trials have confirmed the efficacy of first-trimester screening, there has been a rapid expansion of utilization of screening in the United States [13, 14] .
The incorporation of new technologies follows a pattern of development (in which a small number of centers develop and perfect a new technique) that then moves to a phase of diffusion, when more and more centers begin to employ the new methods [15] . NT and first-trimester screening is in transition from the phase of 'development' to that of 'diffusion'. As seen with other technologies, there is great risk of diminished performance until newer centers are well experienced. Training and continual monitoring are needed to ensure accurate measurements. Typically, inexperienced sonographers under-measure NT. Some have suggested that the way to counteract such biases is to use center-specific and sonographer-specific medians rather than national and international standards. Such underestimation was shown in the BUN study to gradually disappear with more experience over the three years of that study [13] . Here we assess the impact of systematic under-measurement on abnormality detection, i.e. garbage in/garbage out.
Methods
Actual NT measurements by certified sonographers from 13,887 clinically documented normals, 82 fetuses with trisomy 21 (T21) and 61 with other abnormalities (OA) with documented birth outcome data from the FMF in London were used for this study. The patients were a random subset taken from the FMF database of over 200,000 cases, and the data follow the distribution of cases seen in the overall FMF database. The data were then mathematically modified to show either a 25% or 0.5-mm decrease in measurement. These alterations were chosen as they represent the types of variations commonly seen from physicians and sonographers in the training process prior to their achieving certification from the FMF. The resultant impacts upon sensitivity and screen-positive rates were then assessed using age and NT alone, i.e. without biochemistry in order to not compound the issues. Methods and protocols for NT measurements, incorporation into an algorithm for risk computation and sensitivities and specificities for the detection of aneuploidy and other genetic abnormalities have been previously published and will not be repeated here [1-8, 13, 14] . 2 analyses were performed as appro priate.
Results
Reducing the NT measurements of T21 and OA cases, as would be seen if inaccurate measurements of the abnormals were placed against the world-wide standardized database, lowers the sensitivity of finding abnormals from 81.7 and 70.5%, respectively, to 67.1 and 62.3% ( 2 = 78.3, p ! 0.01) ( table 1 ) . Under these circumstances, the screen-positive rate is correspondingly reduced from 6.9 to 2.0% and 2.5%. If one uses a center-specific database that systematically lowers all the measurements, then the 'normals' are correspondingly also lowered. However, to maintain the same screen-positive rates and therefore sensitivity, the risk threshold cutoff would then have to be increased from 1/300 to 1/556, which would render the risk rates quoted per patient to be significantly inaccurate.
Discussion
Records from the FMF and others using certified sonographers' NT measurements and data have shown a very high efficacy of first-trimester screening. In combination with first-trimester blood specimens for free ␤ -hCG and PAPP-A, detection statistics for Down syndrome, other aneuploidies and multiple genetic syndromes have consistently approached 80-90% when performed in the rigorous, quality-controlled methods pioneered by the FMF [7] . The training process pioneered by the FMF has certified thousands of physicians and sonographers whose data are monitored by the FMF to ensure continual quality control. In the United States, the Society for Maternal Fetal Medicine decided to create its own process to train and quality review American physicians and sonographers. Acceptance of the need for quality review has been high, but not uniform. One center, which refused to participate saying that they were trained maternal fetal medicine specialists and did not need any 'interference', showed data with 82% of their cases measured below the median and 40% below the 5th percentile (p ! 0.001; unpubl. data). Such results applied to patient care produce falsely reassuring screening results with too few cases called 'at risk'. Such data would produce individual cases being quoted inaccurately low risks, with a number of patients who should have been considered 'at risk' falsely being called 'normal'. The net effect is an increased risk of missing affected cases (false negatives). As modeled in this study, even minor inaccuracies in NT measurements as small as 25% or 0.5 mm can have a very significant negative impact upon abnormality detection. In this mathematical experiment, the under-measurements of NTs reduced detection rates by 18% from 81.7 to 67.1%. Gyselaers et al. [19] investigated the accuracy of new sonographers in Belgium and concluded, as did the BUN study, that new sonographers routinely underestimate NTs, particularly at the low end of the spectrum. They then modeled a 0.1-mm change in NT and concluded that even that would have a significant impact upon the percentage of patients called 'at risk' by the FMF algorithm.
Just as it is completely accepted that laboratory measurements require standardization and quality assurance, NT measurements, because they are used in an algorithm, need to be treated with the same rigor. That way the published data from centers that have developed such screening can be applied by other operators at other sites when counseling their patients. Data from the BUN study showed systematic under-reporting of data in the first year of the study; over the next two years the data approached that of the larger database of the FMF [13] . Trying to add 'crutches' to mathematically combat systematic bias starts a cascade of events that either require alterations of risk-based cutoffs to maintain the screen-positive rate or significant changes in the screenpositive rate to keep the accuracy of the risk quotations accurate.
The standardization and certification concepts have met with varying degrees of resistance in the fetal medicine community. Much of the efforts of the FMF and the Society for Maternal Fetal Medicine and its Maternal Fetal Medicine Foundation and Nuchal Translucency Quality Review program are likely to be centered on the need to change the culture of American clinicians to accept the fact that further standardization of clinical functions is necessary to achieve optimal results beyond that of routine board certification.
Some have suggested that instead of using 'national' or world-wide standards of measurement, center-specific medians could counteract the effects of under-or-over reporting of data [14] . Inaccuracies would phase shift the local curve and produce either a disproportionate amount of abnormals in one direction and under-counting of abnormals in the other. Most publications have data showing that there are not significant differences in curves among centers around the world either by location, race, or ethnic group. As such when comparing a group's systematic under-or over-reporting of NT measurements, the bias has to have deleterious implications for screening efficiency which can play out as lowered sensitivity or specificity, or at the very least having to ignore the published correlations of screening test predictions and actual rates of abnormalities that have been seen which have attested to the accuracy of those predictions [1] .
Additional US markers including appreciation of the nasal bone and tricuspid regurgitation have been recently proposed [16] [17] [18] . These markers have high sensitivity and specificity but require much more expertise than NT. It is likely that these will be adjunctive to initial screening with NT, free ␤ -hCG and PAPP-A and used for those cases with risks intermediate between high enough to warrant immediate diagnostic testing with CVS and low enough to not need any further evaluation. Nasal bone and tricuspid regurgitation will likely be used principally by centers of excellence. The same concerns for quality control and reliability will apply to those markers as to NT.
In sum, the data in this mathematical modeling experiment show that truncating data by mathematically normalizing wide individual variation in measurements can only decrease the efficacy of screening. All measurements have minor coefficients of variation among operators. Normalizing the ranges of systematic errors, however, can only reduce the quality of care provided.
